LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW. 9th March, 2013
Val Kilby
Many thanks to Doreen Dobson for stewarding for me at short notice, I hope she enjoyed her day
and that we can work together again some time.
OLYMPIAN CLASS, AV. IMPERIAL GRAND CHAMPION, FEMALE.
1st. & OL. GR.CH. Bridges's IMP. GR.CH. SANLIS SHAMELESS, 27)
Mature girl. Lovely strong head shape with a good short wedge, moderate dome on top, the ears
are well set. Good strong profile break and chin depth, the bite is level. Lovely large wide set
eyes, most expressive and with chartreuse/gold colouring. Short, fine textured silky coat, dark rich
brown in colour. Well muscled mid length body, the limbs and tail length are all in good
proportions.
RES. OL. GR.CH. Collin's IMP. GR. CH. AUREUS AUDACIOUS ANGEL, 27j)
Stylish girl. Lovely head shape with a good sort wedge, good dome on top, the ears are well set.
Good profile break, chin of moderate depth. Wide set and expressive golden eyes. Silky coat
texture, just a fraction long, well mingled lilac and pale cream colouring. Strong well muscled
body, the limbs and tail length are all in good proportions.
BLUE POINT BIRMAN ADULT, MALE.
1st. & CH. & BOB. Pool's SARMOYAH PRINCE CASPIAN.
Attractive and well grown young boy. Pleasing head shape with a broad skull, the ears are of
medium size and are well set. Well rounded cheeks. Good profile line, chin of moderate depth.
Eyes expressive, almost round in shape with mid blue colouring. Good pale blue points colouring.
Full silky glacial toned coat and ruff. Well marked gloves, the right one has white to the dew pad,
but does not go beyond. Well marked socks, gauntlets of good length and well tapered. Well
grown body of medium length, good sturdy limbs and paws. The tail is of medium length with a
full brush.
BLUE POINT BIRMAN ADULT, FEMALE.
1st. CH. With held. Instone's PAZAJEM LORDSTONE MIMI.
Slightly dainty for age. The head has a moderately broad skull, the ears are medium in size and
fairly well set. Rounded cheeks. Good profile line and chin depth. Well shaped eyes, almost
round, colour mid blue. Unfortunately she has slight nystagmus and a slight convergent squint in
the left eye which was confirmed by the duty vet. Mid blue points colouring. Soft textured coat
of good length, showing quite a bit of blue top shading. Medium sized gloves, gauntlets tapered.
The body is of mid length with sturdy limbs, the tail has a moderately full brush.
SEAL POINT BIRMAN KITTEN, FEMALE.
2nd. 1st. With held. Keeping's BAYGAZER DIZZIPAWS.
Well grown kitten, nice size for age. Strong head with a good broad skull, the ears are of medium
size and she tends to hold them a little high at present. Cheeks developing well. Good dip to the
profile, but followed by a roman nose. Chin of good depth. Well shaped eyes, colour still
developing and looks promising. Seal on the mask is a little brindled at present, good warm tones
on the limbs and tail. Good silky warm beige coat. Matching gloves, scalloped outlines. Neat
socks, good right gauntlet, well tapered, the left is unfortunately vestigial and untidy. Nice strong
body with sturdy limbs, good long full bushy tail.
SEAL POINT BIRMAN NEUTER, MALE.
1st. & PR. & BOB. Kaplan's KLAWNIQUE FATAL ATTRACTION.
Well grown youngster. Pleasing head shape with a good broad skull. The ears are of medium size

and are set well apart. Well rounded cheeks. Good profile line and chin depth. The eyes are
almost round in shape and have good blue colouring. Good dense warm seal on all the points
except for the tail which is a paler shade. Soft textured mid length coat with warm beige colouring.
Nicely marked gloves and socks, the gauntlets are well tapered. Good strong mid length body with
sturdy limbs, the tail is of good length with a full brush.
DEVON REX NEUTER, MALE.
1st & PR. & BOB. Murphy's KALTES KATHYS CLOWN, 33a.36b)
Well grown youngster. Good head shape with a lovely short full cheeked wedge. The ears are
large, wide at the base and are well set. The profile shows a good stop and a strong chin. Lovely
expressive wide set eyes. Short fine textured coat, good cover and well rexed on the back, just a
little plush on the limbs. Elegant body shape, well rounded chest. The limbs and tail are all in
good proportions.
SPHYNX NEUTER, MALE.
1st. & PR. & BOB. Goodger's AISPHYNX ARCHIBALD JULAN, 84.31)
Well grown young boy. Pleasing head shape with a medium length wedge, the ears are large and
well set. Good profile line, chin of moderate depth. Well shaped eyes, most expressive. Suede
like coat, just a touch of fur on the nose. Strong elegant body shape with long limbs with oval
paws. Long tapering prehensile tail.
VK.

